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Programmable Controller ELSEC F, -32RM 

@ This manual provides technical information and guidance on the installation 

and use of the Mitsubishi F2-32RM programmable cam switch. 

Users should study and understand the details in this manual before attempting 

to install or use the units. 

TSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORBORATDON 



Model types F2-32RM & F2-32RM-E/F2-32RM-ESS differ only in power supply specifications. The 
former uses 100 to 11 0/200 to 220V while the latter two use 1 10 to 120/220 to 240VAC supply voltages. 
F2-32RM-E is of SINK output type while the F2-32RM-ESS is of SOURCE type. 

lnformaition given in this manual applies to all models even though sometimes only F2-32RM is 
stated. However, there will be exceptions whenever any of the above mentioned is relevant. 
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1-1 System Functions 

The F2-32RM programmable cam switch detects the angular position of a rotating machine 
shaft. It uses a brushless resolver to switch 32 transistorized outputs ON and OFF at 
programmed angular positions. 
Its basic function is equivalent to a mechanical cam switch illustrated below. However, this 
unit eliminates the fine angular adjustment required for the large numbers of cam plates 
incorporated in a machine and the replacement of switches required with mechanical cam 
switches. 

Features : 

(1 ) The unit accurately detects angular positions during high-speed rotation and provides 
32 non-contact output points. Each of the output points can switch ON or OFF a 
maximum of 360 times per revolution. 
(The maximum permitted speed is 830 rpm for setting in units of 1" and 415 rpm for a 
0.5" unit setting.) 

(2) The angular positions where switching takes place can be set using numerical key 
input, or by a teaching operation. The unit permits monitoring the output status and 
current angle. 
Both the setting and the display functions are built into the unit. 

( 3 )  Programs are stored in maintenance-free EEPROM memory cassettes. Each memory 
cassette can hold up to two programs. Any required program can be run simply by 
replacing the memory cassette. 

(4) The positional data is not lost in the event of a power failure. The reference angle and 
the direction of rotation can be set as desired. 

(5) The cable connecting the unit to the resolver can be extended to a maximum of 100 m 
(328 ft). (3 m (10 ft) basic cables and 5 m (16 ft) extension cables are available.) 

( 6 )  The F2-32RM can be used either as an independent self contained unit, or as an 
extension to a basic F2 series programmable controller. 

I 32 cam plates (up to 360 teeth per plate) 

32 limit switches (one per cam plate) I 
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1-2 System Configuration 

As shown below, the F2-32RM programmable cam switch is connected to the F2-720RSV 
resolver by an FP-RS-~CAB signal cable. This cable can be lengthened by adding an 
F2-RS-5CAB extension relay cable. 
The F2-32RM programmable cam switch can also be used to expand an F2 Series 
programmable controller. 
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(1 ) F2-720RSV resolver 
A 5KHz, 0 to k l O V  2-phase sinusoidal excitation voltage is supplied to the resolver from 
the F2-32RM unit. The resolver returns a 0 to t 4 V  sinusoidal voltage signal. This return 
signal has a phase difference that corresponds to the angular position of the rotor. The 
phase difference of this signal allows the F2-32RM unit to detect the angular position in 
0.5" units. 

(2) FP-RS-~CAB (3 m (9.8 ft)) and F2-RS-5CAB (5 m (16.4 ft)) signal cables 
A 3 m (9.8 ft) cable is supplied as the standard cable and 5 m (16.4 ft) relay cables are 
available to extend the signal cable. Signals can be transmitted up to 100 m (328 ft) 
between the F2-32RM programmable cam switch and the F2-720RSV resolver. 

(3) Connecting the F2-32RM to an F2 Series programmable controller basic unit. 
Special application instructions send the following signals between the F2-32RM unit 
and an F2 Series programmable controller. 
PC - RM : START, STOP and individual output inhibit instructions 
RM - PC : Output ON/OFF status, angle or rpm 
PC is an abbreviation for programmable controller. 

Take care to consider the response lag due to the programmable controller's operation 
RM F2-32RM 

cycle period. n 
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1-3 System Equipment Table 

Extension cable to connect the F2-32RM 
unit and F2 Series 
PC (length: 0.6 m (2.0 ft)) 

Name 

0 

Sink type 
3rog ram ma ble 
cam switch 
main unit 

Source type 
program ma ble 

cam switch 
main unit 

EEPROM 
memory 
cassette 

F2-720RSV 

Extension cable 

Brush I ess reso Ive r l -  Brush less 
resolver 

F2-RS-3CAB Signal cable 
Signal cable between the F2-32RM unit 
and F2-720RSV resolver (length: 3 m - 
(9.8 ft)) 

Relay cable Fz-RS-5CAB 

F2-32RM-ESS Control units: 0.5"/1 .O" 
basic unit Output points: 32 (source type) 

Signal relay cable between the F2-32RM 
unit and F2-720RSV resolver (length: 5 
m (16.4 ft)) 

Option 

(0) * 

:-EEPROM- No. of stored programs: 2 (BANK 0, 1) 0 4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

*: When source type 

The F2-32RM-000 and F2-32RM-000-SET differ in that the latter includes the resolver & 
cable while the former does not. 
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OThis switch is used to select the required pitch 
unit. Switch positions correspond to the following 
options: 
ON : The pitch unit is set to 1" resolver speeds 01 

up to 830 rpm are permitted with this 
setti ng . 

OFF : The pitch unit is set to 0.5" resolver speeds 
of up to 415 rpm are permitted with this 
setting. 

OChanging the setting after the power is turned on 
is ineffective. 

OThis switch is used to specify the direction in 
which the resolver is rotating. The switch posi- 
tions correspond to the directions of rotation as 
follows: 
ON : The resolver rotation direction is deter- 

mined so that the current angular position 
shows an increase when it rotates in the 
clockwise direction when viewed from the 
shaft side. 

OFF : The resolver rotation direction is deter- 
mined so that the current angular position 
shows an increase when it rotates in the 
counterclockwise direction when viewed 
from the shaft side. 

OChanging the setting after the power is turned on 
is ineffective. 
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PR OG-RI JN 

)This switch is used to designate whether the 
Fz-32RM unit is operating independently as a self 
contained unit or whether it is connected to an FZ 
series programmable controller. The switch posi- 
tions correspond to the following modes of opera- 
tion: 
ON : The Fz-32RM unit is operating as an indepen- 

OFF : The Fz-32RM unit is operating on link to an 
FZ series programmable controller. 

'Changing the setting after the power is turned on 

dent unit. 

is ineffective. 

'This switch is used to select the type of data that i s  
transferred to the programmable controller. The 
switch positions correspond to the following types 
of data for transfer: 
ON : Current angular position data (degrees) i s  

transferred to the programmable controller 
OFF : Rotational speed data (rpm) is transferrec 

to the programmable controller. 
Xhanging the setting after the power is turned or 
is ineffective. 

3This switch is used to switch between the PROG 
RAM mode and the RUN mode. 
The switch positions correspond to the followins 
modes: 
PR0G:The unit is in the PROGRAM mode 

Programs can be created in this mode 
START input is disabled when the switct 
is in this position. 

RUN :The unit is in the RUN mode. ON/OFI 
switching of the output transistors begin! 
when a START input is made to the STAR- 
terminal, or a START instruction is re 
ceived from the programmable controller 
BANK and START inputs are enabled whet 
the switch is in this position. 

OThese keys are used for writing and readin! 
programs, and for setting the reference angle. 

OThe unit automatically selects between a numeric 
al input or a function input when a key is pressed 

OWhile making a numerical key input, the ke, 
action can be changed from numerical input ti 
functional input after pressing the CLR key. 
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BANK 

OUT 
NO 

ON MNT 
DEG DEG 

OFF 
DEG 

MNT 
RPM 

2The number of the bank which is currently running 
or being programmed is displayed on this LED 
readout. 

1 

3A number keyed in following the pressing of the 
OUT key is displayed on this LED readout. (The 
output number is displayed during programming, 
It is not displayed during running of a program.) 

ODuring programming the ON angle is displayed on 
this LED readout. This readout flashes while a r  
ON angle is being set. (During teaching opera. 
tions, the angular position of the resolver i z  
displayed on this readout.) 

OThe angular position of the resolver is displayec 
on this readout while a program is running. 

OErrors are displayed on this readout. 
OThe function name is displayed when settinc 

FUN70 to 74 or the reference angle. 

ODuring programming the OFF angle is displayec 
on this LED readout. This readout flashes while ar 
OFF angle is being set. (During teaching opera. 
tions, the resolver rotational speed is displayed or 
this readout.) 

OThe resolver rotational speed is displayed on thi5 
read out while a program is running. However, i. 
displays "0" if the resolver is rotating counterc 
lockwise while the setting of switch #2 (directior 
selector switch) is set in the ON position (CM 
rotation), or the resolver is rotating clockwisc 
while the setting of it is in the OFF position (CCM 
rotation). 

OErrors are displayed on this readout. 
OThe reference angle is displayed on this readou 

when it is being set. 
OThe absence or presence of a program is display 

ed on this readout when FUN70 to 74 are set. 
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POWER 

0 

PROG 
0 

START 

0 

:a,’ PROG-E 

0 

CPU-E 

0000000000 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

00000000000000 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 

L N1 

L 

OThis LED lights when the power supply is switchec 
ON. 

OThis LED lights when the unit is set in the 
PROGRAM mode. 

OThis LED lights under the following conditions 
when the unit is in the RUN mode. 
( i  )When the START input terminal is set ON while 

the unit is operating as an independent unit. 
(ii)When a START signal is received from the 

programmable controller while the unit is con- 
nected to a programmable controller. 

OThis LED lights or flashes when an error occurs. 
LED flashes : Indicates that data saved in the 

RAM has been destroyed (Error 
No. E20) or that a parity error or 
sum check error (Error No. E211 
has occurred due to a defective 
EEPROM memory cassette. 

LED lights : Indicates that a watchdog timer error 
has occurred while the unit was run- 
ning or halted. 

OWhen a transistor output is ON its corresponding 
LED lights. 

3This is the 110/12OV AC power supply input 
terminal. 

3This is the 220/240V AC power supply input 
terminal. 
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GROUND terminal 1 OThis is the ground terminal of the AC and internal 
DC power supply. 

OThis is the input COMMON terminal for BANK, 
START and ADJ inputs. 

OThis is the instruction input terminal to start the 
ON/OFF switching of the output transistors when 
the unit is operating as an independent unit. 
(ON/OFF switching starts when this terminal is set 
ON.) 

olnput to this terminal is disabled when the unit is 
connected to a programmable controller. 

OThis is the input terminal used to determine which 
program is run when the unit is operating as an 
independent unit. The terminal inputs correspond 
to the following programs: 
ON : The program in BANK 1 is run. 
0FF:The program in BANK 0 is run. 

olnput to this terminal is disabled when the START 
input terminal is ON or while the unit is in link with 
a programmable controller. 

OWhen setting the reference angle, the resolver 
angular position at which this terminal is switched 
ON is set as the reference angle. 

OThis input is enabled only while the unit is in the 
PROGRAM mode. 

OThe load drive power supply (12 to 24V DC -l- 
10%-15% smoothed power supply) is connected 
to these terminals. 

OConnect the positive side of the power supply to 
the I DC12 - 24V@ I terminal and negative side 
to the -1 terminal. 

OOutput is made through these terminals. 
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OFF ---+ON I 
M. PROTECT 

)The programs and reference angles are stored in 
EEPROM memory cassettes. 
'Two programs can be stored in one memory 
cassette. 
)Writing to the cassette is disabled when the 
M.PROTECT switch is slid to the ON position. It i s  
enabled when the switch is OFF. 

)The resolver is connected to the unit using this 
connector. 

3The F2 Series programmable controller is con 
nected to the unit using this connector. 
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3-1 Cautions Reg a rd i ng Installation 

(1 ) Environmental conditions 
Never install the F2-32RM programmable cam switch in the following types of 
environments: 
(a)  Locations where there are high levels of dust, oil mist, electrically conductive 

powder or corrosive gases. 
(b) Locations where vibration and shock can be transmitted directly to the unit. 
(c) Locations near a heat source or where it may be exposed to direct sunlight. 
(d) Locations where condensation occurs. 
(e) Locations where the unit is exposed to the outside weather. 

(2) Installation 
While drilling for installation and while wiring the unit, take great care that no metal 
chips or wire cuttings fall into the programmable controller. 
The ventilation ducts of the programmable controller and the F2-32RM programm- 
able cam switch are protected with a dust-proof sheet. After installation has been 
completed, be sure to remove this sheet to prevent the unit from overheating. 
Provide at least 50 mm (1.97 in.) clearance between the unit and other equipment or 
any other object. Mount the unit as far away as possible from high-voltage cables, 
hig h-voltage equipment and electric motors. 
To prevent the unit from overheating, always mount it on a wall, never on the floor 
or cei I i ng . 

n 
(3) Wiring 

Do not use the same cable for both the input and output signals for the 
programmable controller, or for the F2-32RM programmable cam switch. 
Do not route the I/O signal cables through the same duct as, or bind them together 
with any power or output cables. 

Keep the length of the I/O signal cables to the minimum to reduce the possibility of 
noise or interference. (Recommendation: within 20 m (6.1 ft)) 

Use crimped terminals such as those shown below. Tighten these terminals to a 
torque of 5 - 8 kg-cm (4.33-6.931b.in). 

For M3 screw 

unit: rnm(inch)l 



3-2 Mounting the F2-32RM Unit 

3-2-1 Dimensions 

I Direct mounting mm (inch) 
a3 
0 

265(10.4) &0.2(0.008) - 8 
(v 

M4 mounting screws 

0 

I Mounting using DIN rails 

DIN rail (DIN46 
35rnrn(1.38 in.) wide) 

3-2-2 Connecting the unit to a programmable controller 

Fz-32RM 

Extension cable (600 m m  (23.62 in.)) 
(Fz-32RM accessory) 

FZ Series programmable 
controller basic unit 

[Point] 
~ ’ 

The extension cable is that part of the system which is the most 
sensitive to noise and interference. Keep it at least 30 to 50 cm 
(11.8 to 19.7 inches) away from any other electrical wiring. 

3-2 

Mount the unit and the programm- 
able controller such that the exten- 
sion cable will reach. Provide at 
least 50 mm (1.97 in.) of clearance 
around the units to allow air to 
circulate. Also allow sufficient clear- 
ance (at least 50 mm (1.97 in.)) for 
access to connect and disconnect 
the extension cable. 

Remove the connector cover at the 
side of the programmable control- 
ler basic unit and the Fz-32RM unit 
before connecting the extension 
cable. A lug is provided at each end 
of the extension cable to prevent it 
from being incorrectly inserted. 
When connecting the extension 
cable, turn the lug to correctly 
orientate the connector and insert it 
into the cut-out provided in the unit. 

Both ends of the extension cable 
are identical; either end can be 
connected to the programmable 
controller and the Fz-32RM unit. 



(3) Numbered labels are attached to the connectors on the programmable 
controller. The extension cable to the F2-32RM unit may be connected to 
connector number 000,400 or 500. Attach a label to the front of the F2-32RM unit 
to indicate which connector number on the programmable controller the cable is 
connected to. 

3-3 Mounting the Resolver 

Relay cable Signal cable 

Fz-720RSV resolver F2-32RM main unit 

(1) Take care not to allow any eccentricity or tilt between the rotating machine shaft and the 
resolver shaft. Connect the resolver to the machine using the flexible coupling. 

(2) If the signal cable is too short it can be extended 5 m (16.4 ft) using the optional relay 
cable (F2-RS-5CAB) repeatedly to a maximum of 100m. 

[CAUTION 1 
When changing the length of the resolver cable, always set the 
reference angle in the program again to ensure good accuracy is 
maintained. 
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4-1 Cautions Regarding Wiring Connections 

(1) Power supply 
(a) To minimize the chance of a voltage drop, use a power supply cable of at least 2 

(b) The unit can be operated on a 110/220V AC power supply. 
mm2 cross-sectional area or 14 AWG cable. 

However, do not connect a 220V AC supply to the 11OV AC terminal, or any pow- 
er supply to the I/O terminals, as this may seriously damage the unit. 

(c) Switch the power supplies to the programmable controller basic unit and the 
F2-32RM unit ON or OFF simultaneously. 

(d) The unit will continue to operate normally even if the power supply is interrupted 
for a period of 20 msec, or less. 

(2) Grounding 
The F2-32RM unit may be used without being grounded except in areas where there 
is excessive noise. 
Class 3 grounding should be used (with 100R of grounding resistance, or less). 
Ground the F2-32RM unit by connecting its ground terminal to the ground terminal 
of the programmable controller basic unit. 
Do not ground the unit with, or to, any other high-voltage equipment. 

(3) Inputs 
(a) The F2-32RM unit input signal currents (for the internal power supply) are only 7 

mA/point at 24V DC. Use only small input equipment which is suitable for such low 
currents. 

(b) The input circuits contain a C-R filter which causes an approximately 10 msec 
response delay in switching from ON to OFF, or from OFF to ON. 

(c) Input is ON when the input signal current exceeds 4 mA, and OFF when the current 
is less than 1.5 mA. 

(4) outputs 
A common terminal is provided for all outputs. 
A 12 to 24V DC +lo%-15% smoothed power supply is used as the drive power 
supply for loads. 
Connect the power supply to the IDC12 - 24V 01 and -1 terminals. 
The capacity of the load drive power supply is determined by adding 2 mA (output 
transistor base current) per point to the total load current value. 
The F2-32RM unit internal circuits are insulated from the output transistors by 
photocouplers. 
The time required between the photocoupler operating (or cutting-out) and the 
transistor switching ON (or OFF) is less than 0.1 msec. 
A current of up to 0.3 A can flow through each point. 
However, in order to prevent overheating, make sure that the total current through 
any four adjacent points do not exceed 0.6 A. 

'i 
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4-2 Internal Circuits and Wiring 

4-2-1 Power supply and inputs 

(1) F2-32RM-E (Sink Type, 0 COM) 

(2) F2-32RM-ESS (Source Type, 0 COM) 

Input signals n Class 3 around 
AC power supply 

220v t h a i  m!, 
controller grounding 
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4-2-2 Outputs 

(1) F2-32RM-E (Sink Type, 0 COM) 

Each output transistor has one pair of protection diodes 
F2-32RM 

-r I 

I 1 2  t o  
! 24 VDC 
I - 

/ 
When contactors are used for CW 
and CCW rotation individually, inter- 
lock them externally so that they will 
not be turned on simultaneously. 

(2) F2-32RM-ESS (Source Type, @ COM) 

Contactor for 
load drive 

Fz 32RM 

12 to i 
24 VDC 1 

Contactor for \ 
load drive When contactors are used for CW 

and CCW rotation individually, rnfer- 
lock them externally so that they will 
not be turned on simultaneously 
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5-1 Initial Settings 
Start 7 

Determine whether to operate 
the unit independently or to be 
connected to a programmable 
controller. 

(independent op- 

I eration) 
1 

Switch $ 3  OFF 
(connected to PC) 

Switch # 4  ON 
(angular position 
data) 

I 

Select whether to send angular 
position data or rotational speed 
data to the programmable con- 
troller. 

Switch # 4  OFF 
(rotational speed 
data) 

I '  
t I 

NO 
7 

1 

Switch ?3 1 ON (1") Switch # l  OFF 
(0.5") 

Select whether to use 1.O"or 
0.5"pitch units. 

Determine whether the resolver 
should rotate clockwise or coun- 
terclockwise, as viewed from the 
direction of the rotating shaft. 
This is only for reference pur- 
p o s e s .  T h e  r e s o l v e r  i s  
bidirectional in any case. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _  - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  

When the power is switched ON, 
the positions of switches 1 - $ 4  
are set in the Fz-32RM unit. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

f7 
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5-2 Selector Switches and Input Signals 

ON position : 
The F2-32RM enters the inde- 
pendent operation mode. 

# 3  

OFF position : 
The F2-32RM enters the con- 
nected operation mode with 

g 3  the programmable controller. 

ON ON position : 
1.0 The control unit is set to 1". With this setting, high-speed operation of up to 

0.5 The control unit is set to 0.5" (high-accuracy setting). With this setting, 

830 rpm is permitted. 
OFF position : 

operation is permitted up to 415 rpm. 

ON ON position : 
cw The current angular position data increases when the resolver is rotating 

clockwise (viewed from the rotating shaft). 
OFF position : 
The current angular position data increases when the resolver is rotating 

#2 CCW counterclockwise (viewed from the rotating shaft). 

The angle input with key operations is registered in the unit as the reference 
angle when the ADJ input is switched ON, i.e., effective only when the 
F2-32RM unit PROG/RUN switch is in the PROG position. (sec p. 6-14) 

Input 
terminal 

IBANKl The program in BANKO or 
Input BANK1 is run according to the 

terminal ON/OFF status at the BANK 
input terminal. 
ON position : 
Program in BANK1 
OFF position : 
Program in BANKO 

m] The outputs from the F2-32RM 
Input are free to switch when the 

terminal START input terminal is ON. 
The PROG/RUN selector 
switch must be in the RUN 
position. 

The current angular position (degrees) and 
the rotational speed (rpm) are displayed, 
regardless of the position of switch #4. 

An 'applied' instruction of a programm- 
able controller designates the BANK and 
runs the program disregarding of the 
ON/OFF status of the BANK and START 
input terminals. 

Effective when the PROG/RUN selector 
switch on the F2-32RM is set in the RUN 
position. 

ON ON position : 
The current angular position 

 da data is transferred to the 
program ma ble controller. 
OFF position : 

RPMThe current rotational speed 
$I4 data is transferred to the 

programmable controller. 

(Point) 
The selector switch settings cannot be changed after the power 

ADJ input is enabled only in the PROGRAM mode. 
BANK selection is disabled during output operation in the 
independent mode. 

' \ supply has been turned ON. 
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Programming can be carried 

The current angular position is 
displayed during TEACH and 
ADJ operations. 

START input is disabled. 

Current angular position and 
rotational speed are displayed. 
The output transistors remain 
OFF. 

In addition to the above, the 
output transistors switch ON 
and OFF as programmed. 
BANK selection input is dis- 
a bled. 



5-3 Setting Up the Programmable Controller 

The programmable controller uses the following instructions when the F2-32RM unit is 
connected to it. If the F2-32RM is to work in stand alone mode, the information in this LINK 
mode section is irrelevant and can be ignored. 

* * q  

Instruction 

BANK, START 
instructions 

Read the current angular 
position/rotational speed 

Read output status 

Output inhibit 

Descri 

Instructions to designate which BANK to run 
and to start F2-32RM unit operations. 

An instruction to read the current resolver 
angular position and rotational speed from 
the Fz-32RM unit. 

An instruction to read the output status of the 
Fz-32RM. 

An instruction to inhibit individual Fz-32RM 
outputs. 

[Point I 
A programmable controller program is only required when 
the F2-32RM unit is connected to the programmable controller. 
Only the Fz Series programmable controller (upgraded ver- 
sion) basic unit can be connected to the Fz-32RM. These 
programmable controllers are Version 2.1, or higher, which 
have been in production since December 1987. 
Operation with the Fz-32RM unit is not covered in the 
Programming Manual for the upgraded F2 Series programm- 
able controller. In this case, program the programmable 
controller as is described in this User's Manual. 
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5-3-1 

condition 
+t 

BANK and START instructions 

Program 

- Designates the number of the expansion connec- 
tor (000, 400, 500) to  which the F2-32RM unit is 
connected - Designates the BANK number (0, 1) which is to  be 
run 

- Designates the head element to  store the Fz-32RM 
unit operating status 

- Designates execution of Fz-32RM START 

Example of operating status report 

ON - Normal Normal CW ON 1.0' START - BANK1 
OFF - Soft- Hard- CCW - 0.5' STOP OFF BANK0 

ware ware 
error error - 

Fz-32RM status report to  
prog ram ma ble controller 

I I 

<Key> 

F671 must designate 000,400 or 500. Otherwise PC will not execute this function. 

F672 selects the F2-32RM programs. When changing this BANK within a PC 
program, use two of the above function blocks (differing only in the BANK 
assignment) with interlock. It is not advisable to split the individual coils of the 
function block. 

F673 must designate M or S elements. The least significant digit of this head 
element no. must be zero. Otherwise, function is inhibited. 

F670 K167 gives a BANK & START signal and reads the status of the Fz-32RM. 
Fz-32RM is in STOP mode when this coil is not driven. Signal transfer is mode at 
the point when this instruction is executed and also during the cyclic 
input/output processing routine. 

[Important Point] 
By using M70 (RUN monitor) for the START instruction, 
F2-32RM unit operation and starts in synchronization with the 
start of the programmable controller. 
Take care not to issue any output to the connector to which the 
F2-32RM unit is connected, as this may cause erroneous 
operation. 
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5-3-2 Reading current angular position/rotational speed 

Program 

*+ 
READ 
condition 

F671 K400 + Designates the number of the expansion connec- -0 tor (000, 400, 500) to  which the Fz-32RM unit is 

connected a K700 + Designates the register (700 to  777) to  store the 
current angular position or rotational speed. 

@ K168 - Designates execution of READ instruction 

Example of current angular position or rotational speed report 

Switch 
# 4  
OFF D700 

ON D700 + Current angular position (degrees) (0.5" is ignored) 

+ Rotational speed report (rprn) 

< Key > 

(1) F671 must designate 000,400 or 500. Otherwise PC will not execute this function 
block. 

(2) F672 must designate a data register (D700 to D777). The contents of this register 
will be either the rotation speed (rpm) or the current angular (degrees) position 
of the resolver. This selection is mode by DIP switch # 4  on the F2-32RM. 

(3) F670 K168 reads the rotational speed or angular position of the resolver from 
F2-32 R M . 

[Point] 
The rotational speed is taken as zero if the resolver direction of 
rotation does not match the setting of switch #2.  
There is an error of +lo% between the transferred value of 
the rotational speed and the actual value. 
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5-3-3 Reading output status 

Program 

+t 
READ 
OUTPUT 
condition 

- Designates the number of the ex- 
pansion connector (000, 400, 500) to  
which the F2-32RM unit is connected. - Designates the head element of the 
block used to  store the output status 
that is read. 

(M, S elements) 

K 16 or K 32 - Number of points to  be read 

- Designates execution of OUTPUT 
READ 

K169 

Example of output status report 

Y17 Y16 Y15 Y14 Y13 Y12 Y11 Y10 

Y27 Y26 Y25 Y24 Y23 Y22 Y21 Y2O LL 

< Key > 

(1) F671 designates the number of the expansion connector on the programmable 
controller to which the F2-32RM unit is connected. 

(2) F672 designates the device to store the F2-32RM output status. 
The device numbers can be designated in the following ranges: 
16-point output: MlOO to M360, S600 to S630, S800 to S860, S900 to S960 
32-point output: MlOO to M340, S600, S610, S800 to S840, S900 to S940 
The least significant digit of each block head element number must be 
a zero (000). 

(3) F673 designates the number of points to be read. 
The number of points to be read can be either 16 or 32. If 16, or fewer points are 
required, the number of M, S elements and execution time can be reduced by 
setting 16 points in this step. 

(4) F670 K169 starts reading the output status. 
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(5) In the last example, M200 in the programmable controller corresponds to the 
F2-32RM unit output YO, and M237 corresponds to output Y37. When any of the 
F2-32RM unit outputs switches ON, its corresponding element in the programm- 
able controller also switches ON. 

Example program to use output status data in the programmable controller 

8 points (M200 to M207) of the data read to M200 to M237 are output to Y430 to 
Y437 of the programmable controller. 

0 Example using no 'applied' instructions Example using 'applied' instructions 

M202 

M203 

M204 

+t 

I t  

+ I  

----.1t 

- t  

+t 

M205 

M206 

M 207 

M70 

monitor 
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5-3-4 Output inhibit 

Program 

----I+ 
OUTPUT 
INHIBIT 
condition 

+ Designates the number of the ex- 
pansion connector (000, 400, 500) to  
which the Fz-32RM unit is connected 

+ Designates the head element of the 
block storing the data for  which the 
output is to  be inhibited. 

K400 

a 7;"s elements) 

K 16 or K 32 - Number of output inhibit points 

- Designates execution of OUTPUT 
I NHl BIT 

K170 

Example of correlation between output and inhibited data 

Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 YO y 

L O  
O Q  Y27 Y26 Y25 Y24 Y23 Y22 Y21 Y20 u 'cv 

L I m 

0 U 

<Key> 

(1) F671 designates the number of the expansion connector on the programmable 
controller to which the F2-32RM unit is connected. 

(2) F672 designates the number of the device storing the output inhibit data 
The device numbers can be designated as follows: 
16 point: MI00 to M360, S600 to S630, S800 to S860, S900 to S960 
32 point: MI00 to M340, S600, S610, S800 to S840, S900 to S940 
The least significant digit of each block head element number must be 
a zero (000). 

(3) F673 designates the number of points for which the output is to be inhibited. 
Output can be inhibited for either 16 or 32 points. If the output to be inhibited is 
for 16 or fewer points, the number of M, S elements and execution time can be 
reduced by setting 16 points in this step. 

(4) F670 K170 inhibits F2-32RM outputs to OFF from an assigned M, S element block. 
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(5) In the last example, M300 in the programmable controller corresponds to the 
F2-32RM unit output YO, and M337 corresponds to output Y37. 
When any element in the assigned block in the programmable controller is 
active, the corresponding F2-32RM output is inhibited to off. 

Example of inhibit data setting 

In the example shown on the left, when both X400 and 

outputs YO and Y1 are inhibited (see M300 and M301 in 

X401 in the programmable controller are ON, M300 and 
M301 switch ON. When F670 K170 is executed, F2-32RM 

the previous diagram). 
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ON MNT 
DEG DEG 

BANK OUT 
No. 

OFF MNT 
DEG RPM 

I 

6-1 Notes Regarding Program Keying 

If any of the following entries are attempted in the PROGRAM mode, a buzzer sounds and 
the key entry is ignored. In this case, key in a valid number with the numerical keys. 

(1) If a number other than 0 or 1 is keyed in after the BANK key has been pressed. 

(2) If a number other than 0 to 37 (octal) is keyed in after the OUT key has been pressed. 

(3) If a number outside the range 0 to 359.5 degrees is keyed in to specify an angle. 

(4) If a number exceeding the permissible ON width setting range is keyed in for FUN 4 to  
45. 
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6-2 Operations Before and After Programming 

START f 
I Switch OFF the F2-32RM unit 

power supply 

- - - - - - - - Open the small flap in the Fz-32RM unit front panel and set the 
memory protect (M.PROTECT) switch in the OFF position for 
the F-EEPROM-2 memory cassette. (This name is abbreviated 
to EEPROM memory cassette in this manual.) 

The ADJ input should always be OFF except when setting the 
reference angle. 

- - - - - - - 

Set the PROG/RUN selector 
switch in the PROG position 
(PROGRAM mode). 1 

nect the resolver before turning ON the power supply to the 
Fz-32RM unit. 

- IS displayed a few seconds after the power supply to 
the Fz-32RM unit is switched ON with the EEPROM memory 
cassette memory protect switch in the ON (protect) position. 

f,- ;- . 

1 
. -  Write a program and set the reference angle. (Refer to 6-4.) 

1 
- - - - - - - - Transfer the program to the EEPROM memory cassette. 

(Refer to 6-3.) 



6-3 Transferring Programs to the EEPROM Memory Cassette 

(1)  In order to protect as much data as possible from power failure mishaps during the 
programming period, a special memory checwtransfer routine is often called. 
If there is new data in the RAM memory, this is automatically transferred to the secure 
EEPROM area via this routine. This routine is called in the following circumstances: 
(a) When the PROG/RUN switch setting is changed from PROG to RUN. 
(b) When the BANK switch setting is changed (BANK 0 -. BANK 1, BANK 1 -. BANK 0). 
(c) When a new output number is selected for programming. 
(d) When the reference angle is set with the F l  key or input terminal. 
(e) When a copy is made between EEPROM memory cassettes with the m] key. 
(f) When a program is created using function operations. 
(9) When the program is transferred to the EEPROM memory cassette by pressing the 

(=I key. 

(2) Errors during program transfer 
(a) The program cannot be transferred to the EEPROM memory cassette if the 

M.PROTECT switch is in the ON position or if the EEPROM memory cassette is 
defective. 

(b) An error code is displayed, if the program cannot be transferred to the EEPROM 
memory cassette. 

ON 

DEG 
-Program transfer error code 

-Flashing display OFF 

DEG 

If an error occurs, turn OFF the power supply, remove the EEPROM memory 
cassette and check the position of the M.PROTECT switch. Turn it OFF if it was ON, 
re-insert the EEPROM memory cassette into the F2-32RM unit and turn the power 
supply ON. " - P - " is then displayed. Press the [El key to begin the transferring 
the program to the memory cassette. If the M.PROTECT switch was OFF, a defect 
exists in the EEPROM memory cassette. Replace the old EEPROM memory cassette 
with a new one. 
While the power is off, program in RAM remains infact for approximately five 
minutes due to the existence of a "super capacitor". 

[Point] 
After compiling, modifying or deleting a program, always transfer 
the program to the EEPROM memory cassette. The EEPROM 
memory cassette can be written many times (nominally 10,000 
times). 
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6-4 Basic Programming Operations 

6-4-1 Points regarding basic programming operations 

(1) After carrying out WRITE, APPEND, MODIFY or END operations, press the 
[ E l  and keys to transfer the program to the EEPROM memory cassette. 

(2) When entering an ON/OFF angle, the m] key is disabled and error E02 is 
displayed if an entered angle coincides with the angle previously set. In this 
case, press the key and re-enter the ON/OFF angle. 

(3) When entering an ON/OFF angle, the entered angle switches between the ON 
angle and the OFF angle each time the 1-1 key is pressed. 

(4) Enter an angle of 0.5" by pressing the decimal point key 0 . It is not necessary to 
enter "5" after the decimal point. The 0.5" entry can be cleared by pressing the 
decimal point key 0 once more. 

Exa m p I e : 

I I To enter 135.5", key in: 131 151 0 

(5) A set value ending in 0.5" is displayed with a decimal point at the bottom right of 
the final digit. 

Example : 

The set value of 135.5", is displayed as: 

(6) To WRITE, APPEND or MODIFY a program in teaching operations, connect the 
resolver to the F2-32RM before switching on the power. 
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6-4-2 Read 

Designate the output number Read the previous/ 
next data 

< Key > 

(1) Designate the BANK number and output number for the data to be read. 

(2) When designating the output number, the output number can be changed by 
pressing the I+) and m keys instead of the numerical keys. 

(3) After the data has been read by pressing the key, the next, or previous data 
key, respectively. This data is read can be read by pressing the 

sequentially beginning from the data with the smallest ON angle. 
or 

(4) The displays remain blank if no program corresponds to the designated output 
number or if the I+) and m keys have been pressed until no more data 
remains. 

(5) Output numbers for which a fixed pattern is generated by the FUN70 to 74 
cannot be designated. These functions are designed to use outputs 20 to 37 only 
(simultaneously). Error E01 is displayed and the [XI key disabled if an attempt 
is made to specify one of these output numbers. 

Example of a Read Operation 

The displays will be blank 
when no more data re- 
mains. 

OUT g ON c' I r' ON / 8 ON 3 2 1-1 IT BANK 
OFF 8 OFF 5' OFF 3 '-,' 

Pressing the key re- 
turns to the previous data 
sequentially. 
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6-43 Write (key method) 

Input ON angle Input OFF angle 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

< Key > 

(1) Write a program only after carrying out the read operation. 

(2) When creating a new program, delete all data in the bank before writing to it. 

(3) Enter the ON and OFF angles in pairs. 

(4) Pressing the ml key after entering a pair of ON and OFF angle sets the entered 
angle. The data is cleared from the LED readout. 
When the ml key is pressed, the data pairs for the ON and OFF angles are 
arranged in the order beginning with the smallest angles. 

(5) When entering an ON or OFF angle, the data displayed can be incremented or 
decremented by pressing the (+I or key. 

[Point 1 
Pressing the 1-1 key while the data for the ON and OFF 
angles are displayed on the ON DEG/OFF DEG LED readout 
causes the unit to enter the MODIFY mode. If theI-1 key 
is pressed when no data is displayed, the unit will enter the 
"writing a new program" "append setting" mode. 
It is possible to prevent a program from being modified 
unintentionally, even if the M.PROTECT switch in the EEPROM 
memory cassette is in the OFF position by using a security 
code. (see P. 6-30) 

f i  
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6. PROGRAMMING If 
Control timing example 

Program Creation Example 

ON 

output YO 

output Y1 

output Y2 

9 

L Resolver angle 

Example program for the timing indicated above 

Designate BANK0 and delete all programmed data 

Setting of 40' to 80' 

Setting of 180' to 240' 

Setting of 320' to 340' 

Setting of 120' to 260" 

Setting of 320' to 20' 

program to the 
EEPROM memory 
cassette 
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6 - 4 4  Append (key method) 

L 

Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory cassette 

Input ON angle Input OFF angle 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

< Key > 

(1) Append a program after carrying out the read operation and pressing the I CLR I 
key. 
When the key is pressed, the display of the ON/OFF angles previously set 
will be cleared though the program remains. 

(2) Enter the ON and OFF angles in pairs. 

(3) Pressing the 14 key after entering a pair of ON and OFF angle sets the entered 
angle. The data is cleared from the LED readout. 
When the [GO] key is pressed, the data pairs for the ON and OFF angles are 
arranged in order beginning with the smallest angles. 

(4) When entering an ON or OFF angle, the data displayed can be incremented or 
decremented by pressing the or key. 
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6-4-5. Modify (key method) 

I I I 

Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory cassette 

I Modify ON/OFF angle 

<Key> 

(1) To modify the programmed data, first read the ON/OFF angle that requires 
modification. 

(2) It is not necessary to change the ON/OFF angles in pairs. Modify ON and/or OFF 
angle only as required, either in pairs or independently. 

(3) Pressing the ml key after entering a new ON and/or OFF angle sets the entered 
angle. The LED readout shows the next pair of ON/OFF angles. 
To confirm that the ON/OFF angle has been modified correctly, press t h e m  key 
to read the modified angle. 

,- 

(4) When entering an ON or OFF angle, the data displayed can be incremented or 
decremented by pressing the or key. 

I 



6-4-6. Write (teach method) 

input ON angle Input OFF angle 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

Transfer the program to the 
EEROM m e m q  cassette 

<Key> 

When creating a new program, delete all data in the bank before writing to it. 

For a writing operation in the teaching mode, press the key after 
carrying out the read operation. 

The angle being detected by the resolver is displayed in the ON ANG LED 
readout in a flashing number. If the angle is the same angle as the one set in the 
program, error code E02 is displayed. Stop the resolver at the required ON angle 
position and press the 1-1 key. 
Next, display the resolver detecting angle at the OFF ANG LED readout. Stop the 
resolver a t  the required OFF angle position and press the ml key. 

Enter the ON and OFF angles in pairs. 

After the entry of the ON and OFF angles, press the key. The ON/OFF angles 
entered are set and the LED readout goes blank. To enter the next pair of ON/OFF 
angles, press the m] key again. 

[Point] 
For write, append, or modify operations in the teaching mode, 
connect the resolver (Fz-720RSV) to the Fz-32RM before turning 
on its power supply. 
If the resolver is not connected before the power is turned on, 
error code E13 will be displayed when the -1 key is 
pressed. In this case, turn off the power supply, connect the 
resolver and turn the power back on again. Press t h e m  key to 
reset the error state. 

,n 
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6-4-7. Append (teach method) 

I t  I 

Input ON angle Input OFF angle Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory cassette 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

<Key> 

(1) To append a program in the teaching mode, carry out the read operation then 
and keys. 

key is pressed, the display of the ON/OFF angles already set will 
be cleared though the program remains. 

(2) The angle being detected by the resolver is displayed in the ON ANG LED 
readout in a flashing number. If the angle is the same angle as the one set in the 
program, error code E02 is displayed. Stop the resolver at the required ON angle 
position and press the 1-1 key. 
Next, display the resolver detecting angle at the OFF ANG LED readout. Stop the 
resolver at the required OFF angle position and press the [E] key. 

(3) Enter the ON and OFF angles in pairs. 

(4) After the entry of the ON and OFF angles, press the ml key. The ON/OFF angles 
entered are set and the LED readout goes blank. To enter the next pair of ON/OFF 
angles, press the -1 key again. 
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6-4-8. Modify (teach method) 

I . 1 
Modify ON/OFF angle Transfer the program to the 

EEPROM memoy cassette 

<Key> 

(1)  To modify the programmed angle in the teaching mode, read the ON/OFF angle 
before pressing the 1-1 key. 

(2) Enter the ON or OFF angle by rotating the resolver. The current resolver angle 
flashes at  the LED readout (ON DEG or OFF DEG) corresponding to the angle 
being set. Press the key when the required angle is displayed. 

(3) In any single modification operation in the teaching mode, only one ON or OFF 
angle can be modified. 
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6-4-9. Delete 

- - -  All data are cleared for 
the designated output 

Designate ON/OFF 
data 

Transfer the pogram to the 
EEPROM memoly cassette 

-- 

Transfer the pogram to the 
EEPROM memory cassette 

Displayed 
cleared 

ON/OFF data 

<Key> 

(1) Deleting all data in the designated bank 
(a) Designate the required bank number and press the mi, ml, mi, and 

(b) Carry out this operation when creating a new program. 
(c) This operation also deletes the reference angle and the fixed output patterns 

keys, in that order. All data in the designated bank are deleted. 

of FUN70 to FUN74. 

(2) Deleting all data in the designated output 
(a) Designate the required output number and press the [DELI, and 

keys, in that order. All data in the designated output are deleted. 

patterns of FUN70 to FUN74. 
(b) This operation does not delete the reference angle nor the fixed output 

(3) Deleting ON/OFF data in pairs. 
(a) Display the ON/OFF data to be deleted and press the [DELI, ION/OFFI and 

(b) This operation does not delete the reference angle nor the fixed output 
m] keys, in that order. The ON/OFF data is deleted. 

patterns of FUN70 to FUN74. 

[Point] 
To transfer a program after editing through deletion o eration to 
an EEPROM memory cassette, press the 1-1 and keys. 
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6-4-10, Reference angle 

- - - --- - - Reference angle read 

I Designate the BANK number 

-- Reference angle set 

Deleting the reference angle 

I 
- - - - - - - -  - - _ _ _ _ - _ _  

<Key> 

(1)  Reading the reference angle 
(a) Designate the bank for which the reference angle is to be read, then press the m] key. 

Reference Angle Display Example 

Abbreviation of "base address" 
ON 
DEG 

Reference angle 
OFF 
DEG 

~ 

(b) To cancel the reference angle reading mode, press the key. 

(a) To set the reference angle, turn the remote ADJ input terminal OFF. If it is 
ON, error code E04 will be displayed. Connect the resolver before turning on 

resolver is connected, error code E13 will be displayed. 
(b) After reading the reference angle, rotate the resolver and stop it at the 

reference position. Enter the reference angular position data using the 
numerical keys. (Normally this is set at  O".) 

(c) The entered reference angle is set by pressing the [El key or by turning the 
remote ADJ input terminal ON. 

(d) The set reference angle is transferred to the EEPROM memory cassette 
automat ica I I y . 

(2) Setting the reference angle 

the power supply to the unit. If the power supply is turned on before the I 

[Point] 
Reference angle 
The Fz-32RM allows any required resolver angular position to be 
set as the reference angle which is taken as the reference for the 
execution of a program. 
The reference angle setting range: 0 to 359.5 

,,-, 
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6-4-1 1. Copy between E E P R O M  

To copy the data in both banks, 1 and 2 

To COPY the data in either bank 1 or bank 2 

Designate the source 
bank for copy EEPROM memori 

lcassette 

To copy into 
bank 1 of a nevl 
EEPROM memorl 
cassette 

Within 5 minutes 

Display when the power 
is turned on (flashing) 

Start of writing 
(copying) 

Canceling 

Use the copy operation between EEPROM memory cassettes to accomplish the 
fo I I owi ng : 
a) To back up the program 
b) To create an identical program 
c) To create a similar program 

<Key> 

(1) To copy the programs in banks 1 and 2, press the ml and GO keys, 
exchange the EEPROM memory cassette for a new one then press the B GO key. 
To copy a program from either bank 1 or bank 2, designate the source bank then 
press the ml key. Next, designate the required bank, and press the key. 
Change the EEPROM memory cassette and, finally, press the key again. 

(2) To cancel the copy operation after replacing the EEPROM memory cassette, 
press the ml key. 

(3) After turning off the power, replacement of the EEPROM memory cassette and 
the return of power should be made within a 5 minute period. * 

(4) Set the M.PROTECT switch to OFF in the new EEPROM memory cassette 
(destination of the program copy operation). 

(5) If the program is destroyed due to a mistake in operation or if the power is 
turned OFF (for too long), an error will occur (error code E9 to E12). 

(6) Any program already written in an EEPROM memory cassette to which another 
program is being copied will be overwritten with the new program. 
However, when the program protect function (FUN80, FUN81) is set, overwrite is 
not possible. 

(7) After copying a program, keep the EEPROM memory cassette M.PROTECT 
switch set ON. 

* [Point) 
The Fz-32RM does not have a back-up battery for the RAM. 
Back-up of the RAM data is possible only for a short period of 
time (up to 5 minutes); replace the EEPROM memory cassette 
within 5 minutes. If RAM data is destroyed by the power being 
OFF, it will be detected through a sum check, thus incorrect data 
is never copied. 
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6-5 Function Programming 

6-5-1 Inverting output patterns 

L 

Inversion of 

designated output 7 
Inversion of designated output transfer 

To change bank for display Designate output number 

I 

< Key > 

(1) This function inverts the ON/OFF state of the written program, with the 
exception of the fixed output patterns which are automatically generated using 
FUN70 to FUN74. 

(2) An output without a program is not accepted. Error code E03 is displayed. 

Before : 

After : 
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6-5-2 Automatic creation of an equal-pitch output pattern 

Change Modify 

Designate the output number 

<Key> 

(I) This function automatically creates an N-division output pattern for the 

(2) For the number of divisions, only the numbers indicated in following table can 
be used. 

(3) The allowed ON widths that are automatically created for the determined 
number of division (N) are also given in the following table. Any ON width 
setting outside these ranges is not accepted. Always select an ON width within 
these ranges. 

designated output number. 

(4) This operation overwrites the existing program with the new program. 

(5) The program is transferred to the EEPROM memory cassette automatically. 

4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
12 
15 
18 
20 
24 
30 
36 
40 
45 

90" 
72" 
60" 
45" 
40" 
36" 
30" 
24" 
20" 
18" 
15" 
12" 
IO" 
9" 
8" 

[Point] 
Reading and Displaying the created pattern: Any output pattern 
created automatically through a FUN key operation can be read 
by designating the output number; the ON and OFF angles are 
displayed separately. The FUN number is not displayed. 
For any FUN key operation used to modify the output pattern the 
FUN number will not be displayed either. The ON/OFF angles 
corresponding to the pattern are displayed. 
Note that for output patterns created using FUN70 to FUN74 the 
FUN number is displayed. 

1 to 89 
1 to 71 
1 to 59 
1 to 44 
1 to 39 
1 to 35 
1 to 29 
1 to 23 
1 to 19 
1 to 17 
1 to 14 
1 to 1 1  
1 to 9 
I to 8 
1 to 7 



, -  

Operation Example 

4 divisions with 50' ON width 

Designation of bank 0 Designation of output YO Designanon of 4 divlsions Setting 50" ON width 

50" ~ 

YO 

0 90 180 270 0 

The allowed maximum ON width 
corresponding to  the designated 
number of divisions and whether or 
not a program is existent are display- 
ed. "P" is shown when a program 
already exists, "-" when a program 
does not exist. 

Display 1 Display 2 
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6-5-3 Using an existing output pattern 

< Key > 

(1) Using an existing pattern in the same bank (FUN501 
(a) This function copies an existing output pattern to another output in the same 

bank. If the destination output number is the same as the source output 
number, the operation is not allowed. If attempted, error code E05 will be 
displayed. 

(b) To cancel this function, press the [CLR] key. 

(2) Using an existing pattern in the other bank (FUN51) 
n (a) This function copies an output pattern from the other bank to an output in 

(b) If there is no program for the designated source output number, it causes an 

(c) If a fixed output pattern has been created with FUN70 to FUN74 as the source 

the current bank. 

error and error code E06 will be displayed. 

output, error code E01 will be displayed. 

Operation Example 

BANK 0 Y5 - BANK 1 Y4 

BANK1 Y4 FUN51 BANK 0, Y5 

@This is an example of how to  use an output pattern in  bank 0 Y5 for 
an output pattern in bank 1 Y4. 

[Point] 
If an error code is displayed, press the key and designate a 
correct output number. 
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6-5-4 Using all outputs in the other bank 

<Key> 

0 : BANK 1-BANK 0 
1 : BANK O+BANK 1 

(1) The programs in the 32 points of the other bank are all used for the bank 
currently selected. 

(2) This function allows fixed output patterns and the reference angle data to be 
used, in addition to the programs. 

(3) Error code E07 will be displayed if there is no program in the source bank. When 
this is the case, press the ml key and repeat the operation in the correct 
sequence. 

(4) When BANK 0 is designated, the programs in BANK 1 are copied to BANK 0. 
When BANK 1 is designated, the programs in BANK 0 are copied to BANK 1. 

[Point] 
This function may be used for creating two very similar BANK 
patterns. 
Just copy 8t change. 

,,,, 
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6-5-5 Modifying an existing output pattern using 
the shift function 

Change 
------* . 

<Kev> 

(1) Shifting all data (FUNGO, FUN61) 
The FUN60 shifts all data to the right and the FUN61 to the left. The range of shift 
allowed by these functions is 0.5" to 359.5". As shown in the example below, a 20" 
shift operation causes all ON and OFF angle data to be shifted by the value of the 
designated angle. 

Original ON/OFF 
angle data 

0 6? 120 180 240 300 0 
I 

I I  
Right shift (FUNGO) Jrt- 20" 
Left shift (FUNGI) + 20" 
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(2) Shifting the ON angle (FUN62, FUN63) 
The FUN62 shifts the starting period for the ON period to the right, FUN63 shifts 
it to the left. When using these functions, take care that the ON or OFF angle 
width does not become zero. If shift angle data that cause the ON or OFF angle 
width to become zero are designated, error code E08 will be displayed and any 
key operation ( key) to set such data is ignored. 
The diagram below shows examples of a 10" shift. These operations do not 
change the starting angle for the OFF period. 

Original ON/OFF 

angle data 0 60 120 180 240 300 0 

I 4 ':QN" I *  

I 
Right shift (FUN62) 

I 10"+10" 

(3) Shifting the OFF angle (FUN64, FUN65) 
FUN64 shifts the starting period for the OFF period to the right, and FUN65 shifts 
it to the left. When using these functions, take care that the ON or OFF angle 
width does not become zero. If shift angle data that cause the ON or OFF angle 
width to become zero are designated, error code E08 will be displayed and any 
key operation ( key) to set such data is ignored. 
The diagram below shows examples of a 10" shift. These operations do not 
change the starting angle for the ON period. 

Original ON/OFF 

angle data 0 60 120 180 240 300 0 

Right shift (FUN641 

lO-t-t-t-10' 

/-- 
I 
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6-5-6 Automatic creation of fixed output patterns 

I Designate the bank number Designate F70 to F74 

L 
Canceling a FUN 
funmon 

Transfer o f  a program f rom the 
RAM t o  the EEPROM memory L 

Deleting an existing FUN 
program (automatic transfer) program wibng 

Executing FUN cassette Occurs automatica'ly 

(automatic transfer) 

< Key > 

(1) Positive logic BCD output (FUN7O) 
For Y20 to Y33, the current angle is output as BCD data. 
When the setting is 0.5" units, decimal fractions are ignored. 

Output Example 

Y33 Y32 Y31 Y30 Y27 Y26 Y25 Y24 Y23 Y22 Y21 Y20 

135' 

Current Status Display of Existing Programs 

, I 

No existing programs General programs existing FUN program created 

(Y30 t o  Y33) 

Whether or  not a program exists is displayed in  blocks of four points (Y20 to  Y23, Y24 to  
Y27, Y30 to  Y34): indicates there is no 
program. 

indicates that a program exists and 
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n 6. PROGRAMMING 
L. 1 

(2) Negative logic BCD output (FUN71) 
For Y20 - Y30, the current angle is output as BCD data in negative logic. When 
the setting is 0.5" units, decimal fractions are ignored. 

Output Example 

Y33 Y32 Y31 Y30 Y27 Y26 Y25 Y24 Y23 Y22 Y21 Y20 I 135" 

I 800 400 200 @I 80 40 @ @ I 8 @ 2 @ I 

Current Status Display of Existing Programs 

J 1 I I 

No existing programs General programs existing FUN program created 
(Y20 to Y23) 

Whether or not a program exists is displayed in blocks of four points (Y20 to Y23, Y24 to 
Y27, Y30 to Y34): indicates there is no 
program. 

indicates that a program exists and 
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(3) Pulse output (FUN72) 
For Y34, the following pulse-train output pattern as illustrated below, is created 
automatically. 
Regardless of the selection and setting for the units, (0.5" 1 .O", the data is always 
handled in units of 1.0 

Output Example 

Current Status Display of Existing Programs 

General program exists No existing programs FUN program created 
(Y34) 

6-25 
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(4) Two phase Pulse output (FUN73) 
Two outputs Y35 and Y36 are assigned with the following two phase encoder 
pattern. If connected to a two phase counter, the angular movement of the 
resolver may be decoded. 

Output Waveform 

Y35 ..................... 

Y36 ....................... 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ....................... 3 5 8 3 5 9  0 

Possible Displays 

FUN 
73 

Y35 has no program 
Y36 has general 
program. 

Y35 has general 
program. 
Y36 has no program 

Function 73 
is programmed 
to both Y35 & Y36. 
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(5) RUN output (FUN74) 
Y37 is switched ON continously under normal RUN coniditions. This may be 
used to drive external indicators representing the condition of the F2-32RM. 

Display 

FUN 74 

Y37 has no Y37 has general Y37 has function 
program. program. FUN 74. 
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6-5-7 Preventing inadvertent access to a program 

Using a security code, this function protects programs from unintended writing/ 
modifying operations by preventing inadvertent access to them. 

(1) Registering a security code (FUN80) and preventing inadvertent access to a 
program (FUN81) 

............... Registration of a security code 

I I  
I 

**.Preventing inadvertent access to  a 
program 

(a) Press the [ M I ,  181,101 and keys, in that order, and E t (set) will 
appear on the LED readout. 
Key in a three-digit security code (0 to 998), then press the [E] key. This 
registers the security code. 

(b) The operation to prevent inadvertent access to a program should be carried 
out immediately after registering the security code. 
Press the [MI, 181, )II and keys after registering the security code. 
k t will appear on the LED readout. Enter “999” by pressing t h e m ,  m, 191 and keys. This will protect the program from being accessed 
inadvertently. 

(2) Canceling the program access protect state (FUN83) 

Press the PI, 181,131 and keys, in that order, the LED readout will show 
1- 1- r r t . Key in the registered security code and press the 1x1 key. This 
cancels the program access protected state. 
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(3) Canceling the security code (FUN 84) 

Press the [mI, 181,141 and keys, in that order and the LED readout will 
show ,I; E [ . Key in the registered security code and press the key. This 
cancels- the registered security code. 

[Point 1 
Before registering or canceling the security code or program 
access protected state, set the M.PROTECT switch in the EEPROM 
memory cassette in the OFF position. 
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6-6 Program Error Code 

* *  

irror Code 
> * e  0 

An attempt was made to change or use the data for an output 
number where a fixed output pattern has already been created 
with FUN70 to FUN74. 

-Delete the fixed output 
pattern. 

-Abandon the pattern for 
another output number. 

/- /-I I c r,r f 

Enter the ON/OFF angle 
again correctly. 

When an ON/OFF angle is set or modified, the set or modified 
angle interferes with other set ON/OFF angles. 

An attempt was made to invert the output ON/OFF angle using 
FUN1 although the ON/OFF data for the corresponding output has 
not been created. 

The Fz-32RM ADJ input terminal was already ON when ADJ key 
operation was attempted. 

1- 1-1 3 
rl r,r If 

Turn off the ADJ input 
terminal and operate the 
ADJ key again. 

~ 

I An attempt was made to copy a pattern in the same bank using 
the FUN50 function and the same number was designated for 
both the source and the destination output numbers. 

An attempt was made to copy a pattern from the other bank using 
the FUN51 function but a program does not exist for the source 
output number. 

An attempt was made to use all programs in the other bank using 
the FUN52 function, but the programs do not exist for the source 
output number. 

Delete or change the ex- 
isting data. 

In a shift operation using a FUN62 - FUN65 function, the ON 
and/or OFF width was made equal to zero, or the newly set data 
interferes with the existing data. 

Transfer of a program from the RAM to the EEPROM memory 
cassette was impossible, due to the ON setting of the M.PROTECT 
switch, or a defective memory cassette. 

Turn off the power supply 
and set the M.PROTECT 
switch OFF or replace the 
EEPROM memory cas- 
sette. 

Correct or create the 
source program and try 
the copy operation again. 

The source program is defective (sum check error) or there was 
no source program when the copy was attempted between 
EEPROM memory cassettes. 

For the copying operation between the EEPROM memory casset- 
tes, the power was turned back on again without replacing the 
EEPROM memory cassette. 

Turn off the power and 
replace the EEPROM 
memory cassette. 

1- I I 
e l f  

The program in the RAM was destroyed while the power was off 
during copying between EEPROM memory cassettes. 

Turn off the power, rein- 
sert the source EEPROM 
memory cassette and try 
the copy operation again. 

Turn off the power and 
connect or replace the re- 
solver. 

The resolver is not connected or its cable was broken when an 
attempt was made to set the reference angle, or carry out a 
teaching operation. 

Enter a correct number. Undefined FUN number was entered. 
1- I / I  

i 7 
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6-7 Summary of Key Operations 

6-7-1 Basic programming operations 

Writing a 
new program 

READ 

WRITE 
(key method) 

APPEND 
(key method) 

MODIFY 
(key method) 

WRITE 
[teach method) 

Designate the BANK number Delete all data from BANK Designate output number I I 
I 

t 

ON angle OFF angle Transfer the rogram 
to the EEPRgM 
memory casette Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

I I I I 

J 
Designate BANK number Designate output number Read the prewoushxt data (Displayed 

sequentially from the smallest ON angle) 

ON angle OFF angle Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory casette 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

ON angle OFF angle Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory casette 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

ansfer the program to the EEPROM 

Modlfy ON/OFF angle 
pair data 

On angle OFF angle Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory casette 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

6-4-3 

6-4-2 

6-4-3 

6-4-4 

6-4-5 

6-4-6 

- 

f l  
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APPEND 
teach method) 

MODIFY 
:teach method) 

DELETE 

READ AND SET 
REFERENCE ANGLE 

Transfer the p q r a m  to the 
EEPROM memory casene 

On angle OFF angle 

Create ON/OFF angle pair data 

I I 

Modify ON/OFF angle pair data Transfer the program to the 
EEPROM memory cassette 

---. All data are cleared from 

the designated BANK 

- - - -  All data are cleared for 

iramierttepogamtoite the designated output 

_ _ - -  Displayed ONlOFF data cleared -@I 
___ 

Ihrlvd ON OFF 
data cleared 

- - - - - - - - - - -  The reference angle read 

- - - T h e  reference angle set 

COPY BETWE EN 
EEPROMS 

6-32 

Current EEPROM - N e w  EEPROM 

BANKO - BANKO 
BANK1 - BANK1 

BANKO - BANKO 

BANKO - BANK1 

BANK1 - BANKO 

6-4-7 

6-4-8 

6-4-9 

6-4- 1 ( 

6-4- 1 ' 

- 



6-7-2 Function programming 

Inverting output 
pattern 

Automatic crea- 
tion of an equal- 
pitch output pat- 
tern 

Using an ex- 
isting pattern in 
the same bank 

Using an ex- 
isting pattern in 
the other bank 

.- 
X 

Using all out- 
p u t s  i n  t h e  
other bank 

data to  the left 

4 
to 
45 

- 

50 

- 

51 

52 

- 

60 
- 

61 

62 

63 
- 

64 
- 

65 
- 

- 
lutpul 
- 

YO 
to 

Y37 

YO 
to 

Y37 

- 

YO 
to 

Y37 

- 

YO 
to 

Y37 

- 

Designate the bank number Designate output number Inversion of designated output 

READ program 

Number of ON w i d t h  
divisions 

4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 
12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 
30, 36, 40, 45 

Maximum ON width = 

numberofdivisions - ' 360 

Source output 
number 

50 : Using output in the same tank 
51 : Using output in the other tank 

0 : BANK 1 - BANK 0 
1 : BANK 0 - BANK 1 

READ operatlon I( 
Shifting angle 

60 : All data shift to right 
61 : All data shift to left 
62 : ON angle shift to right 
63 : ON angle shift to left 
64 : OFF angle shift to right 
65 : OFF angle shift to left 

6-5- 1 

6-5-2 

6-5-3 

6-5-4 

6-5-5 
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n 
5 4  

0 Preventing in- 
advertent access to 

8 a program 

-4 

(P 

C a n c e l i n g  t h e  
program access 
protect state 

Canceling the 
security code 

Designate the bank number 

70 : Positive logic BCD output (for Y20 to Y33) 
71 : Negative logic BCD output (for Y20 toY33) 
72 : Pulse output (for Y34) 
73 : 2-phase pulse output (for Y35, Y36) 
74 : RUN output (for Y37) 

= 
Security code 

*Entering “999“ will protect the program from being 
accessed inadvertently. 

6-5-6 

6-5-7 

(1) When a fixed output pattern is created at Y20 to Y37 using FUN70 to FUN74, delete the 
pattern before writing a general output pattern. 

(2) For Y20 to Y37 for which a fixed output pattern is created using FUN70 to FUN74, it is 
impossible to use the following FUNS for the corresponding output. 

FUN1 : Inverting the output 
FUN4 to FUN45 : Automatic creation of an equal-pitch output pattern 
FUN50 : Using the output in the same bank 
FUN51 : Using the output in the other bank 
FUN60 
FUN61 : All data shift to left 
FUN62 
FUN63 
FUN64 
FUN65 

: All data shift to right 

: ON angle shift to right 
: ON angle shift to left 
: OFF angle shift to right 
: OFF angle shift to left 

(3) For a program automatically created using FUN70 to FUN74, only the FUN number is 
displayed when it is read. 
For a program automatically created or modified using FUN1 to FUN65, the ON and/or 
OFF angle is displayed when it is read. 
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................ (1) Check the power cord connections, the grounding cable, and all other input/ 
output cables. Supplying any voltage other than the specified voltage, incorrect 
power cord connection to 11OV AC or 220V AC inlet terminals, bundling DC input 
cables with the power cord, short in the output cables, etc. may cause serious 
damage to the unit. 

(2) Check the connection to the extension connectors in the F2 series programmable 
controller basic unit if the Fz-32RM is connected to one. 

? *  

Initial- Setting- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . With the Dower OFF, set the selector switches #I to #4. 

. . . . . . . . . ... 

t 
............ 

Display during Operation 

Changing a setting after the power is turned ON is ignored. 
# 1 switch 1'/0.5" : This switch sets the minimum angle units detected. If the 

setting is made for 1' programmed values in units of O.5'are 
rounded down for the ON angle, and rounded up for the 
OFF angle. 

: Set this switch to match the direction of rotation of the 
resolver. 

: When the Fz-32RM is operated connected to a programm- 
able controller, set this switch in the independent position 
for a trial operation. Then, check its operation in conjunction 
with the programmable controller by resetting it to the 
"connected" position. 
Here, the switch setting must be the independent position. 

: Set the switch for the type of data (angle or speed) to be 
transferred to the programmable controller. 
For details of initial setting, refer to 5-1. 

# 2  switch CW/CCW 

# 3 switch AUPC 

#4switch DEG/RPM 

. . (1 ) Set the PROG/RUN switch in the PROG position and selector switch # 3 in the ON 

(2) If an error code is displayed, take the necessary measures, referring to the system 

(3) Set the reference angle and slide the M.PROTECT switch of the EEPROM memory 

position (independent operation). Then, turn on the power supply. 

error table given in 8-3. 

cassette to the ON position. 

..(I) Set selector switch # 3  to match the operation mode (ON for independent 
operation and OFF for operation connected to a programmable controller), turn 
on the power supply and set the RUN/PROG switch in the RUN position. 

(2) If an error code is displayed, take the necessary measures, referring to the error 
code tables given in 8-3 and 8-4. 

(3) After the machine has been disassembled/assembled or the signal cable length is 
changed, always reset the reference angle. 

1;; ............ Displays the angle which the resolver is detecting. 

188181 yvlv ............ Displays the resolver speed (rpm). If the resolver is rotating in a different 
direction from the setting of the switch #2, i.e., if it is rotating counterclock- 
wise while # 2  switch setting is ON (CW) or vice versa, "0" is displayed. 



8-1. Checkup After Occurrence of an Error 

If an error has occurred, check supply voltage, check for loose cable connections with the 
I/O equipment, and any other similar type of defect. After making sure that all connections 
are correct, follow the steps below, referring to the LED indications and the error code 
displayed. 

(1) Power supply indication (POWER LED) 
If the POWER LED does not light, even if the power is turned on, the fuse might have 
blown or the internal power circuits may be faulty. 
If the fuse has blown, it may indicate that an excessively high voltage was applied, that 
there are some problems in the internal circuits, etc. In this case, the same problem will 
reoccur even after the fuse is replaced. To eliminate the cause of the problem, please 
contact your local service representative of Mitsubishi Electric. 
Whether or not the fuse is blown can be checked by measuring the continuity between 
the power supply terminals. 

0 Fuse rating: 5 mm (0.20 inch) dia. X 20 mm (0.79 inch) length glass-tube filled 250V AC 
1A type 
Remove the output terminal block, unscrew the four screws at the corners 
on the top face and open the top cover. This will expose the fuse mounted 
on the PCB. 

f' Mode indication (PROG LED) 

Operation indication (RUN LED) 

These two LEDs light under the following condi- 

tions. If an error occurs, refer to the error code tables 

in 8-3 and 8-4. 

START LED lights when F2-32RM 
START input terminal is ON 

LED lights START LED lights when prog- 
rammable controller F670 K167 
instruction is executed. 

Error indication PROG-E (LED flashing), CPU-E (LED lights continously) 
If the PROG-E LED is flashing, refer to the system error code table in 8-3. 
The CPU-E LED lights if a watchdog timer error occurs during operation or when 
F2-32RM operation is stopped. If operation is recovered by turning off the power once 
and then back on again, the problem might have been caused by noise. Check the I/O 
cables and the grounding cable (disconnect and connect the grounding cable). If the 
problem is not cleared up even after this, the unit itself may require inspection, due to 
electroconductive dust that have drifted inside, etc. 

I 

Output display (0 to 37 LEDs) 
If the road do not switch with correspondence with the output LED's, check the power 
Supply to load and F2-32RM (24VO & 24VQ). 
Also check the operation condition of load. 
A simple circuit may be used to test the working condition of the output transistors of 
the F2-32RM. 
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8-2. Maintenance C 

The Fz-32RM programmable cam switch does not have any consumables, such as relays or 
batteries, nor does it contain any parts subject to wear that could shorten its service life. 
However, the following points should be checked when other equipment is connected. 

Temperature inside the unit 
Is it higher than it should be due to exposure to nearby heat sources or exposure to direct 
sunlight? 

Is the unit free of all foreign matter? 

Is the unit free of any loose connections or other abnormalities? 

Is the resolver coupling free of damage? 

Particles or electroconductive dust 

0 Loose wiring and terminals 

Resolver coupling 

8-3. System rror Code Table 

Software 
error 

When the 
operation is 

started in the 
PC connection 

mode 

Hardware 
error 

When the 
operation is 

started in the 
'C connection 

mode 

Power failure occurred during 
program saving. Although saving 
the program was attempted after 
the power was turned back on, the 
data in the RAM has been des- 
troyed. 

The EEPROM memory cassette is 
defective, causing a parity error or 
sum check error. 

The EEPROM memory cassette 
has not been inserted. 
Or, a memory cassette other than 
the F-EEPROM-2 type is installed. 

Create the program 
again. 

Delete the pro ram by 
pressing the key 
in the PROGRAM 
mode. 

Turn off the power and 
insert or replace the 
EEPROM memory cas- 
sette. 



8-4. Operations elated Error Code Table 

OFF 

Hardware 
error 

When the 
operation is 

started in the 
PC connection 

mode 

Hardware 
error 

When the 
operation is 

started in the 
PC connection 

mode 

The power supply to the prog- 
rammable controller was turned 
off while the F2-32RM was in use 
and connected to the programm- 
able controller. 

Resolver speed exceeding the up- 
per limit. 
(830 rpm for lsetting and 415 rpm 
for 0.5setting) 

Detection of error due to noise 

8-3 

Resolver cable broken 
Defective cable connection 

Check the programm- 
able controller. 

Change the unit setting 
to 1if the current set- 
ting is 0.5 

Change the cable 
routing . 

Turn off the power and 
replace the resolver or 
reconnect the cable. 



9-1 General Specifications of the L32RM 

Operating ambient 
temperature 

I Operating ambient humidity 

Vibration resistance 

Shock resistance 

Noise resistance 

Dielectric withstand 
voltage 

I Insulation resistance 

I G rou nd i ng 

I Operating environment 

0 to 55°C (32 to 131.0"F) 

45 to 85% RH non-condensing 

Conforms to JIS" CO911: 
0.5 mm at 10 to 55 Hz (max. 2g) 
for 2 hours each in 3 directions 

_ _ _ ~  

Conforms to JIS* C0912: 10G X 3 times in 3 directions 

1000 V, 1 psec with a noise simulator 

1500 VAC for 1 minute 
(across all terminals and grounding terminal) 

At least 5MQ measured with a 500 VDC Megger 
(across all terminals and grounding terminal) 

Class 3 grounding (less than 100R resistance) 
Grounding may be neglected if it is impossible. 

No corrosive gases. Minimal dust. 

"JIS: Japanese Industrial Standard 
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9-2 F2-32 nit Performance Speci 

Connectable program ma ble 
control le r 

9-2-1 Performance specifications 

F2 Series programmable controller 
(Ver 2-1 or after) 

I Control system I Stored program 

Memory F-EEPROM-2 ROM memory cassette 
(mounted in the main unit) 

I Input points I 3 (START, BANK, ADJ) (24V DCD mA) 

Output points 32 (12 to 24V DC transistor output) 
With detachable terminal block 

I Angle detector F2-720RSV brushless resolver 

Control units I 1.0' or 0.5' 

Max. response speed 830 rpm/l' or 415 rpm/0.5" 
(must be smooth) 

Instantaneous power fai I u re 
time allowed" 20 msec 

9-2-2 Internal power supply specifications 

I Supply voltage 1 110 to 120V AC / 220 to 240V AC ?igz 
Input I Frequency I 50/60 Hz, single phase 

I Max. apparent power 1 25VA 

-k 24V DC Power supply for control inputs 
(START, BANK, ADJ) 

~~ 

Outputl k 15V DC Power supply for resolver excitation 

I + 5~ DC I Power supply for main unit internal circuits 

*Instantaneous power 
failure time allowed: Processing will not be interrupted if the 

power is cut off for any length of time 
shorter than this period. 
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9. SPECIFICATIONS Jf 
9-2-3 Input specifications 

Input signal DC input 

Input device No-voltage contact, or NPN 
open-collector transistor 

Glnsulat ion system 1 Photocoupler 

h p u t  voltagelcurrent I 24V DC (internal supply)/7 mA 

OFF -. ON 

ON + OFF 

More than 4 mA 

Less than 1.5 mA 
Operating 
current I 

Approx. 10 msec I (OFF --* ON, ON -. OFF) Response time I 
Display None 

9-2-4 Output specifications 

Item Spdfici 
I 

Source type 

output 
type 

I I 

Insulation system I Photocoupler 

External load power supply I Smoothed power supply 

Max. point 0.3 A 
output 
current block* 0.6 A 

Lamp load per point 1.5 Wl24V DC 

Less than 0.1 msec 1 (OFF + ON, ON --* OFF) Response time 

Display I LED lighting when transistor is ON 

ions 
Fz-32RM-E Sink tvDe I 

Fz-32RM-ESS Source type I 

Fz-32RM-ESS Source type I 

*8 blockdunit (a block: 4 output points) 
YO to Y3, Y4 to Y7, Y10 to Y13, Y14 to Y17 
Y20 to Y23, Y24 to Y27, Y30 to Y33, Y34 to Y37 

i 

i 
i 
1 

I 
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9-3 Resolver Specifications 

Operating ambient 
temperature 

Vibration resistance 

Shock resistance 

Excitation system 

Max. mechanical rotation 
speed allowed 

Cable length 

Frictional torque 

Max. shaft 1 radial 

load I thrust 

-10 to  85°C 

Conforms to  JIS CO911: 
10 to  2000 Hz (max. 15G) for 2 hours each in  3 directions 

Conforms to  JIS C0912: 
50 G for 11 msec. 3 times in 6 directions 

2-phase excitation, 1-phase output (5 kHz) 

3000 rpm 

Max. 100 m (330 ft) (Fz-RS-~CAB+FZ-RS-~CABX~) 

Less than 120 (g.cm2) 

20 kg (44 Ib) 

20 kg (44 Ib) 

IP 52 (JEM1030) 

~ 

Protective case construction 
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9-4 Eeternal Dimensions 

Connector to 
connect a F2 series 
programmable controller 

97i3.821 

M3.5 terminal screws 

Connector to connect EEPROM 

memory cassette the resolver 
Mounting holes 

I .  

Mounting hole. I5iO.1971 

Color. Munsell code 5 Y7/1 

Weight Approx. 1.7 kg ( 3 7  Ibl 

~ 

F2-RS-3CAB Signal Cable 

3000 mm(9.38ft) 

-1 

F2-RS-SCBB Relay Cable 

5000 mm(16.4ft) L 

For relaying cables /Connect to the resolver 

- 
b 
? 
? - 
In 

Ln 

0 
e 
2 Weight: 
- 

0.4 kg (0.9 

Connector to connect the resolver cable Mounting hole: # 4.5(0.177) 
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